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Y O U

I put this question following some comments made about Neil Hennessy’s
refereeing of the recent Irish Wolfhounds versus England Saxon match in Cork.
Why do I select Neil’s performance for this editorial? First of all, because we know
him. He refereed College games for us when he was a studying here and when
he returned as a supporting vice president of Crawshay’s Welsh when they
played the Blues. Neil won his Blue as a prop in 1999 and played for Pontypridd.
Secondly, his refereeing of the scrum produced this comment from John Hanlon
“At last a ref who applies the laws at the scrum straight put in. Yeah!!! and no collapses. I was impressed by his reffing throughout although things did deteriorate
a little in the second half. I loved his comment about 'Just because you are going
forward doesn't mean you get the penalty'. I have said much the same myself as
well as call “Use it” when the ball is at the back of a scrum and clearly won..
I think he did this too”. I echo John’s support of Neil’s application of the Laws.
Others did not. For example, Mick Cleary writing in the Daily Telegraph said
“Neither side could shake the fierce scrutiny of Welsh referee, Neil Hennessy,
who cut no one any slack. Play had little chance of flowing”.
One blogger commented “What we got was an exhibition of over-zealous refereeing which, within 20 minutes had killed any chance of fluency or an enjoyable
game”. He added “The media seem to refer to rugby in the context of the ‘brand’
and entertainment. I understand that refs are under serious scrutiny these days
but I felt that Friday night the only person who truly expressed himself was the
referee, which defeats the point and kills the brand”.
The RFU website report commented “In truth the early exchanges were extremely
scrappy, dominated by the whistle of Welsh referee Neil Hennessy as both sides
struggled for fluency and infringed at the breakdown”. My italics and the reason why I ask the following question. Should Rugby be refereed according to the
spirit of the Laws or to allow players do what they like or to please the bums on
seats, whether they paid for them or not?
It is an important question because how we answer it affects the way we referee
the game. The laws are devised by multi-party agreement not one faction.
“Rugby belongs to the players. The referees job is to help them play as they wish
within the Laws of the game” Ed Morrison - Better Rugby Refereeing 2007.
Surely, all of us in CUDRRS can embrace this view as did another blogger who
said “I find the refereeing of that game an interesting point. After all, it wasn’t the
ref making things up. He was giving penalties for people breaking the Laws. If
they weren’t breaking them, he wouldn’t be using his whistle.
Shouldn’t the question be – why didn’t the players adapt to the ref? – rather than
the other way around. If every single referee without exception started to officiate
in exactly the same way, then surely it wouldn’t be long before the players had to
actually start abiding by the rules (or at least much more than they do at the moment)?
Wouldn’t we then see scrums that hold up and are a fair contest for the ball, restarts where half the team aren’t acting as NFL-style blockers, defensive off-side
lines adhered to and above all, breakdowns that are cleared quickly without the
customary morass of players laying all over the ball?
And wouldn’t the result of all this be a faster, more attractive game?”
Quo vadis, CUDRRS? I think it’s best to follow the Hennessy route applying
Law 8 when offences occur at the breakdown, if it is safe to do so. The order of
the whistle is preferable to the order of the boot. You know what I mean! Editor
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CONTINUITY
How to maintain continuous action in a match and at the same time apply the Laws of the Game is a dilemma that
Rugby referees face at all levels. However, it must be said that in the Community game a break in play is often appreciated by the not so fit player (or referee). “Blow up Ref, please we’re knackered”
With apologies to the Bard of Stratford upon Avon and our Federation colleagues in Warwickshire, “To blow or not
to blow that is the question. Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to ignore the slings and arrows of outrageous offences
or play advantage in a sea of trouble”. What this misquotation of Prince Hamlet’s soliloquy is meant to convey is
that players commit offences and often do so blatantly with ulterior motives. When we see an offence, we have a
duty to apply the relevant sanction and Law 8 (Advantage). This is where the referee’s judgment is tested.
No offence should be ignored but we must not blow our whistle every time we see one. That is death by percussion
and kills the game. Continuity is not achieved by applying precise measurement to a minimal knock on by a No.9 at
the base of a ruck or to a miss pass from a 10 to a winger that may be a centimetre forward. As long as the
referee’s judgment is consistent throughout the game, players will accept it. The price of slight inaccuracy is worth
paying if it keeps the game moving and both teams happy. A forward pass must be obviously forward to blow up.
In the search for flow, the referee must not turn a blind eye to offences resulting from cheating, wilful disregard
of the Laws especially Law 10. Advantage can be played even for fouls if the non-offending side gains significant
territory or scores a try. The caveat to playing on is the safety of the fouled player. The non-offending team may
also show or say they do not want advantage played. The RFU stipulated how if they want a quick tapped kick.
But what about offences at the breakdown such as not releasing the ball or the tackled player, diving to ground to
protect their own ball or kill the oppositions, trying to pick up the ball when they are off their feet or handling it after
“ruck” has been called? Is your first thought “material” or “advantage”? Have you thought about it beforehand?
In these circumstances, referees who are confident in their ability to control the game will give advantage a chance.
They will take into account the temper of the game, the positive or negative attitudes of the players, the skill levels,
the position on the pitch, the weather and the scores. Afterwards, they review whether they got it right.
In a tight, maybe fractious, game the tackled player holding on might receive a “bootiful” reminder to let go.
The tackler may roll over to their opponents side of the breakdown and lie there with arms raised. Opponents do
not accept this form of surrender. Both situations require the referee to give a prompt blow of the whistle instead of
delaying and then having to deal with a blow to the body.
Proactive refereeing using good communication is a better way to achieve continuity. Keep players on side at the
ruck and maul, stop players lifting the legs of opponents in a maul, call to offside players to stop running forward,
make teams form the lineout promptly instead of forming a huddle, at scrums prevent the defending 9 doing battle
with the flanker etc etc. The POSITIVE REFEREEING document on our website provides more advice.
The desire for continuity is all well and good but the potential to achieve it depends on the sound judgment of the
referee and a willingness by the players to share in the spirit of such a game. That requires them to accept that the
referee’s option for using the advantage law is limited by the nature of their offences. It also requires them to trust
the referee to be safe and even handed. Above all, they must not show dissent to the referee if things go awry.
To return to the match on which the editorial is based. BBC Sport reported it to have been “a game littered with
mistakes on a bitterly cold night”. Continuity would have been possible had the offences not occurred mainly for on
the ground offences at the breakdown where non-offenders had little or no chance of gaining advantage.
Repeated infringement was an indication that players were not listening. They made their choice. As did Lee
Dickson, the Saxons No 9. Free kicked at the first scrum for his Premiership style putting in of the ball, that’s right
not straight, he did it again and was fully penalised for doing so. One blogger commented “ Lee Dickson showed
he has no nous. If the ref is calling you for skewed put-ins Lee, put the damn ball in straight and stop trying to get
away with it”.
Added to that some players showed a lack of knowledge about the laws as John Hanlon spotted and Neil
Hennessy confirmed in replying to my congratulatory email to him. “I did chuckle when a player remonstrated with
me for awarding the scrum to the opposition at an unsuccessful maul - “But we were going forward”.
Incidentally, when the ball was put in straight it sometimes remained in the middle of
the tunnel unhooked for seconds. I suggested to Neil that the game needs hookers
like Jake the Peg with his extra leg. He said “ I agree. The modern hooker is too afraid
to strike, He feels exposed and, thus, reluctant to do anything other than scrummage
as a third prop”.
CUDDRS members are asked to look out for potential No 2’s like this and direct them
to Leicester Tigers.
The phrase “the spirit is willing but the flesh is weak” can be applied to the search for continuity. We should carry
on refereeing in the right spirit to achieve it but if the players flesh is weak, flesh being mind and body, don’t be surprised if you fail. Law 8 remains the best law in the book. Let’s use it, not lose it.
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GETTING BETTER
The moon was full, the night was clear, the temperature almost zero and snow flurries were forecast. Yet, twenty
one stalwart members attended the February meeting at Shelford for the purpose of becoming even better referees. The process for achieving this involved self analysis, debate and the sharing of experiences.
It worked well and the evening turned out to be most instructive and
entertaining. Roy Phillips interrupted his birthday celebrations to be
there. He is particularly keen and enthusiastic about improving his
refereeing although he did leave early to continue them at home.
He departed to the singing of “Happy Birthday to You ” in his ears.
Thank you Louis Biggs for making the evening so productive Did you
really pass up a date to keep your appointment with us and subject
your refereeing to the scrutiny of your colleagues.
If that was true then “Greater love hath no man than this, than to give
up a date for his friends.
Louis showed video clips of his performance in a Level 6 match
between Whitchurch and Stratford upon Avon in Midlands 1 West. He
reflected on what he did and might have done differently and better
and invited comment. You guessed it. There was lots.
He spoke about how he approached this appointments and how he analyses what he does. His coach, Mike Runswick, had accompanied him to Stratford and was at the meeting to add his input to the discussion.
Although Level 6 was higher than most of the audience operated at, their questions, suggestions and debate demonstrated that CUDRRS officials are indeed game aware, well versed in people management and have solutions
to the many and similar problems they encounter as they move up the grading levels. Better refereeing is safe in
their hands. The desire to realise their full potential that each has is supported by these meetings.
The session was wide ranging and covered the refereeing of the scrum, breakdown, line out and open play as well
as communication and game management.
If you wish to see the four quarters of his match on YouTube video the references are
First Quarter:
Second Quarter:
Third Quarter:
Fourth Quarter:

http://youtu.be/oKANBaWFMnY
http://youtu.be/yI05f8gY6ls
http://youtu.be/-eiBFaaA7nc
http://youtu.be/lj5CDI1hV4w

In his opening remarks, Louis said at the level he is now refereeing he aims to get to the ground an hour and a half
before kick-off. There is so much to do pre-match and he wants to be seen as well prepared, organised, confident and in control. The first impressions a referee gives to players should be positive ones. An official who rushes
through briefings and kit checks sends a bad message. “This ref is not ready for our game”.
Thereafter, the referee can melt into the background and do the job effectively without becoming the centre of attention. A synopsis of the points discussed and the consensus of views appear on the next page.
Louis acknowledged that the session had been a very useful exercise for him and hoped others had gained too.
He will be leaving us at the end of the season having completed his law studies at Girton College. He has secured a job in London
with a firm of lawyers where he will progress
his professional training.
Having achieved a place on the Midland Development Group, he hopes to continue his
refereeing career there.
Louis says he will still be about in Cambridge
and will keep in touch with CUDRRS.
He is grateful for the support he has received
from the Society during his three years membership.
The Society has been instrumental in helping
him to get on and wishes him all the best in
his legal work both on and off the pitch.
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TOP TIPS
This not a verbatim report on what was said at the February meeting but a summary of the main points made by
our speaker, Louis Biggs, and his audience. They are included for readers’ consideration and adoption if they think
they will improve their performances as referee’s. A better referee produces better rugby and players’ performances benefit from that. Are you sitting comfortably? Here are some tips to get you to the top.
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION is vital for establishing control of the game. The amount of communication
referees direct at players before, during and after the game has steadily grown. It has reached overload and the
mantra adopted at the top level now is less is more. Whatever is said must be clear, concise and pertinent so that
it is understood and acted upon as intended.
It is best to identify teams and individuals clearly when declaring offences. The referee should ask the captains
what colour they wish to be referred to during the game (a monosyllabic colour is preferred, please skippers).
The identification of players when refereeing proactively should be done by colour, number and action.
Red 8 move. Black 12 offside midfield. There was debate about this order but the examples given here seem the
most effective. They alert the team, address the player and identify the act, future or past.
Louis offered these tips.
First communication by whistle and voice should be loud and clear to get players accustomed to your sounds.
Avoid repeating calls as it indicates you feel ineffective or nervous . Don't get flustered when you have to speak
to captains or players . Practice stock phrases to use when, for example, you talk to them about repeated of
fences. Try not to sound like a schoolmaster when telling players to do something. "Shut up" is infra dig.
"Please be quiet " is better and so is "Away" rather than "Go Away".
Avoid use of terms like Red Zone. If a team warning is given, remember next similar offence has to be penalised
no matter where it occurs on the pitch and the warning followed through. Don’t, and bang goes your credibility.
Ensure the cadence of your scrummage engagement calls is steady not quick and that players act only
after each call.
SCRUMMAGE management here is essential from the first engagement. If the players engage on their terms not
yours, they are managing you.
Louis’ pre match briefing is "These are the three things I expect you to do. Stay square and drive straight. Bind
long and maintain it throughout. Don't push before the ball is in. These are non-negotiable requirements".
Make only one mark to indicate the place of infringement.
Have a mental image of what you want to see from first scrummage - that the four props inside shoulders are
square, their feet are placed square, hips are tucked in, binds are indeed long and elbows not bent downwards.
In the crouched position, they should be ear to ear. Steady cadence of engagement calls.
Stand the on side the ball is to be put in for the first scrum. Be aware of what front row players might do,
especially tight heads. If a penalty is needed to reinforce standards from the start, do it.
Follow up with reminder at next opportunity, e.g. next line out or scrum.
LINEOUTS are an opportunity to communicate in down time. Get there first and be prepared.
Only set the defensive line. Take up position at front of each line out until you are satisfied you have control of
these events. Don't indulge coaches who, before the match, ask how you will referee their tactics.
Know the law and how to apply them correctly to tactical ploys e.g. non contest to form maul at lineout.
Move quickly infield with the ball, read the play and aim to get far side of breakdown if one occurs.
Deal with early jumping from the first line out. Manage this out by reminding players of what laws require THEM
to do. Penalise if this helpful approach is ignored.
BREAKDOWN
Getting there early is essential to spot the first offence. If you penalise, did you get it right?
Communicate to get players to release the ball or tackled player or to roll away. Identify whether ruck is formed and
call for hands off. Identify if it is a tackle only.
PREVENTIVE REFEREEING
When you need to speak to captains about the conduct of their team, do so clearly so they are fully aware whether
you are giving them a "friendly word of advice" or a formal warning. If you ask them to pass the message on to
their team, see that they do. When speaking to them or an individual player, make sure they are listening until you
have finished. If they walk away, call them back. Remember you are bring watched and your authority is being
tested.
CONCLUSION
Self analysis is a valuable tool for referee development. Seeing yourself on video helps to makes the analysis more
accurate. Advice from assessors is only of value if you feel it is of use to you and you act in it. Referees can convince themselves they had a good game and be mistaken.
Discussions in a friendly manner like this between colleagues produces opinions, ideas and suggestions which
contribute to a greater consistency of performance within referees sporting the CUDRRS badge. That’s good.
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CHATTER BOX
Monthly meetings are an opportunity to have a chat with fellow members and catch up with what’s happening.
They are a chance to exchange news with each other as one would do in a family setting. February’s meeting was
no exception and this is what CONTACT’s editor discovered.
THE PEOPLE YOU MEET
Being a member of CUDRRS, you occasionally and unexpectedly meet the most eminent of people, not all with
Rugby connections.
In January, John Tidswell was having tea in Magdalene College after he had refereed the Oxford v Cambridge
'Varsity match between our Magdalene with an "e" and the Oxford one without, when he was introduced to the
Master.
He told me about this after asking "Guess who I met the other day at Magdalene College". "Nick Pett?" I replied
because I knew Nick was a Fellow there.
"No" said John. "It was Rowan Williams". I paused whilst I tried quickly to recall the names of the Welsh Rugby
squad to see if I recognised who it was he had met. Frustrated by my hesitation, John hastened to remove my uncertainty and exclaimed "Rowan Williams, the former Archbishop of Canterbury".
Humbled and ashamed that I had not immediately identified the eminence of the personage that John was referring
to I enquired " Oh and what did you talk about?" Half expecting the answer to be Rugby related and about the
forthcoming international between Wales and England, I was surprised when John told me that they discussed the
consecration of the first woman bishop.
Rowan had supported the move to bring this about and told John that he regretted that he had not managed to persuade the Church to do so during his tenure of office. John must have endeared himself to the Master by saying
that the move was long overdue because he was offered the use of the College's lecture theatre to our Society for
a staging a seminar on Dealing with Concussion.
John's son, Thomas, is a Consultant Clinical Neurophysiologist at the Royal Free Hospital and has offered to participate in the event along with other eminent doctors.( President Evans confirms that a meeting with the County is
being considered for the end of March)
Over the years, my membership of CUDRRS has brought me into contact with many eminent international Rugby
players and referees as well as the author, Lord Jeffrey Archer and the race horse trainer, Sir Michael Stoute. But
an Archbishop? That's one up to you, John.
Have you ever met anyone famous through your refereeing? Why not tell CONTACT about it.
THE JOYS OF PARENTHOOD
Ben Whyall looked a bit jaded at the meeting. He explained that he and his wife were being kept awake at night by
baby Julian who is teething. Julian after a tough time at birth is now doing well. So what’s a few sleepless nights
THWARTED
Hon. Sec. David Tyrrell was not his usual buoyant self and my enquiries revealed why. He had been in training for
over a month preparing to run his first marathon, a long term ambition. This man loves a challenge. The venue was
Rotterdam and he had booked the flight and hotel and all was going well.
Then his luck ran out when he sustained a groin muscle injury and he has had to withdraw from the event.
Still, to aid his recovery and be compensate for his disappointment, David and wife Marion will travel to the Caribbean to do for some island hopping. In the warmth of the sun, hopefully, they will also watch West Indies play England in the Barbados Test match. Bon voyage both.
GOING WELL
“How are your studies going”? was the question to medical student, Calum Worsley. “Going well, Thanks” he replied. During Louis Biggs' presentation Calum showed he has good diagnostic skills when it comes to spotting
problems on the Rugby pitch and knowing the right prescription to cure them. His application of these cures is
bringing him success as a referee and a steady climb up the grading ladder.
FRENCH CONNECTION
There was no conversation about the opening match of the Six Nations in Paris between Calum and Maxime Guitet
although they were sitting next to one another. Having watched the performances of both French referees I must
ask Maxime to remind Messieurs Jérôme Garcès and Pascal Gauzère of Law 20.6 (d)
Le demi de mêlée doit introduire le ballon droit le long de la ligne médiane, de telle sorte qu’il touche immédiatement le sol au-delà de la largeur des épaules du pilier le plus proche. Comprehenez vous, mes amis?
I think they and other IRB appointees need to adopt the Welsh Hennessy approach which is to referee the scrum
correctly and have the ball put in as straight as a “Dai”.
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AND THE WINNER IS
The March training meeting is the last of this season. Ladies Night and our Annual Dinner approaches and
award time is almost upon us. The voting for the Peter Eveleigh Trophy takes place later but the voting for The
Whistlers’ Trophy has been ongoing since September.
Sadly, many CUDRRS members have historically been reluctant to exercise their franchise and that has left our
competition coordinator, Steve Cardy, with the task of chasing them up to gather sufficient information to enable
him to declare which club truly deserves to be acclaimed best of the season.
CONTACT anxious to discover whether the identification process was working, posed this question to him "Is all
well with the Whistler's Trophy”. This is Steve’s reply
I assume that the Trophy itself is very well - on the assumption that Sawston have looked after during their year of
tenure. Indeed, I have found that all the clubs that have won the Trophy have displayed it proudly where all can
see it.
In some ways the clubs look after the Trophy better than the referees do. As those who have attended the monthly
meetings this season are aware I have asked members to tell me which clubs they would put first, second and third
for their hospitality and respect for referees for the previous month. This has enabled more referees to contribute
to the process and seems to have produced more comprehensive scores than might have been the case had I
merely relied on weekly returns, although these can be disproportionate in respect of the smaller clubs - both high
and low - who have fewer games and therefore provide smaller samples.
Unfortunately, weekly returns keep on dwindling - a bit like our Treasurer's weight. There are only half a dozen
referees who regularly send in their weekly scores. Despite the advantages of the monthly straw poll I fear it may
also make referees feel they do not have to provide weekly scores, when, in fact, the two should complement each
other.
I enjoy doing the job - I think I have now been doing it for more than 10 years. It is interesting watching how clubs
do well, fall back, and even come up on the rails in the few days before voting ends. Unlike the TV reality shows,
votes will count right up to the day I recover the trophy from the previous year's winners and take it to the engravers ready for presentation at the annual dinner and ladies night. And you will not be charged whenever you vote.
Every year referees are asked to effectively make their own development plan. As members of the Society I ask
you to include in that development plan that you will put aside a brief period of time - for that is all it takes - to let
me have information about how well you have been looked after by the club you have visited.
If you are serious about your refereeing - and you should be, no matter what level you are at - you should be reflecting on the game you have just done; I suggest that thinking about how you have been treated is part of that, I
would like you to share that with me.
COMMENT: Readers should be well aware that CONTACT regards the WT as a significant element of CUDRRS’
strategy for the recruitment and retention of referees. Unless clubs show due respect to match officials and are
hospitable towards them, they will find themselves left to referee their own matches. They do not wish to face this
situation and most do their best to say “Thank you” for the service they receive.
How ungrateful it is then for referees not to acknowledge this. All they are asked to do in return is to let Steve know
how each club treats them. This is a principle of membership detailed in our Membership Charter which all volunteer to abide by when they join CUDRRS. Please show your membership of CUDRRS is sincere beyond making
your self available for appointment. Please give Steve your wholehearted support and be happy to do so as our
referees benefit from the clubs taking the annual challenge to win the WT seriously. We must be serious too.

WELCOME
After commenting on the advancing years of many of our match officials, CONTACT feels it will have to withdraw
those remarks. CUDRRS is fast becoming a Youth Club.
(John Hanlon is watching closely)
Following the recruitment of Luigi Murton, a 15 year old at Culford School, who has just completed the Level 2
course and should be available for youth matches at weekends, we welcome yet another teenager to our ranks.
He is John Doak, a 16 year old from Burwell, who will be completing his Level 2 course on 8th March and who
wishes to start refereeing with us after that.
They will surely benefit from being among experienced and mature CUDRRS members who will bring out the best
in them. Their arrival provides career change opportunities for our older refs wishing to prolong their active lives
through coaching and mentoring. CUDRRS is a great place to learn how to referee and to have your potential realised. We wish both young men many happy and successful years refereeing with CUDRRS or elsewhere.
Frank Sinatra sang about how good development prospects were at CUDRRS for young referees
“If you can make it there, you'll make it anywhere. It's up to you”.
Maybe Luigi and John will not know who Frank Sinatra was but the message of these lyrics is apposite.
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CELEBRATING JAMIE
CONTACT pays tribute to a young man from Newmarket who loved his Rugby and who represented this Society
and Eastern Counties with distinction. Jamie Stafford is not known by many of today’s members. Those of us who
do, recall a smiling personality, totally dedicated to being the best referee he could be and respected locally as a
referee oozing with competence and charisma. Noel Woodgate wrote “Jamie was a good bloke and an excellent
referee who’ll be remembered by those of my vintage”.
He had played for Newmarket Colts as a hooker and went to join the Army at 17 years of age. A medical revealed
he had been born with just one kidney. Despite this he was extremely lively and energetic.
Small in stature but great in his understanding of how to referee with both empathy and firmness when necessary,
Jamie began his refereeing career with us at the age of twenty in 1985. His potential was recognised and he soon
was refereeing in the upper echelons of Eastern Counties Rugby. With the support of his mum, Margaret, he
organised our Ladies Night and Annual Dinner at the Bedford Lodge Hotel in Newmarket in 1992.
He moved to Hampshire to work for while and joined the Hampshire Referees Society. Whilst there, he featured in
a RFU training video which dealt with refereeing the scrummage and also featured Ed Morrison.
He returned to Cambridgeshire and rejoined the Society as an adviser. He disliked the growing aggressive attitude
players and some crowds show towards referees and felt he would enjoy helping others much better. He did.
Since marrying Gwyn and moving to live in Brampton, Jamie followed club rugby and refereeing in East Midlands
and Huntingdon Stags RFC. His enthusiasm and smile were appreciated by that club who wrote on their website
Jamie would frequently be seen at the Clubhouse supporting the senior teams, and was a proper Club man.
As recently as last Saturday, he was running the line for the 1st XV league match with Paviors. As a former referee
with the Eastern Counties Referees Society, he was well known to the local rugby community. Although bouts of ill
health prevented him from coming along as often as he might have liked, he was an enthusiastic Stags man, and

will be missed by all that knew him.
On his Twitter account, Jamie Stafford @flameturnedblue, he described himself as a lover of great live music,
rugby union, my family and many things in between. But this picture and his tag
line I think sums up what Rugby meant to him, and that is friendship —
True spirit of rugby…help your mate after a tough loss...
CUDDRS was represented at his funeral service and burial at St Mary Magdalene
Church in Brampton, by present, past and future presidents, Jon Evans, Mike
Daniels, Tony Kennedy (Cambs), John Taylor (Eastern Counties) and your editor.
Jamie’s popularity was evidenced by the large congregation gathered to say farewell. One of his life long friends, Miles King, in his eulogy described Jamie’s
character as magnetic. That is a fitting description of someone who attracted respect, friendship and affection in great measure. He had so much more to give and would have done so with his
innate good humour, smile and dedication. Rugby and Leicester Tigers have lost a champion.
Management Group will be making donations on behalf of CUDRRS to Papworth Hospital and the Neurosciences
Critical Care Unit at Addenbrookes in memory of Jamie. May he rest in peace.

SERIOUS INJURY REPORTING
Recently some of our referees seemed unsure about whether they needed to report serious injuries to players and
in what circumstances this should be done. Since the demise of the RFU Referee Department it had become unclear whether reporting had to be done by the club or the referee or both. We now confirmation from the Match Official Development Manager that although it is a club responsibility, referees should also complete a form when
the injury fits the criteria given below. Although these criteria relate to only the most serious injuries, referees may
wish to complete a form for their own record of significant injuries just in case there is any doubt or there is the possibility for follow up e.g. in the case of a potential prosecution in relation to the injury.
You are reminded that serious injury reports (found in the Documents section of the Society’s web site) should be
prepared in the following circumstances
•
•

An injury which results in the player being admitted to a hospital (this does not include those that attend an
accident and emergency department and are allowed home from there)
Deaths which occur during a game or within six hours of a game finishing

Reports should be sent to both
CUDRRS Hon Secretary (davidatyrrell@gmail.com) and the RFU (MichaelPatz@rfu.com)
The completion of the report at the time is as much to assist the referee to accurately record the details of the incident, as it is to ensure RFU have these occurrences recorded. You may wish to complete a form for your own record and send it to the CUDRRS Hon Secretary for the file even if the criteria above are not met.
Better to be safe than sorry.
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RUGBY - FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE?
Almost twenty years ago, on 26th August 1995, Rugby Union was declared an "open" game by the IRB. All restrictions on payments or benefits to those connected with the game were removed. It happened because it was concluded to be the only way to end the hypocrisy of shamateurism and to keep control of the game. There was a
threat to amateur rugby union especially in Australia where large salaries were threatening to entice players from
rugby union to rugby league. In 1995, money officially became legal currency in the game.
CONTACT has made no secret of its regret that Rugby Union ever became business and profit driven, at least at
the top level. This unfortunately has determined how the amateur game is administered and played. In a world
where money is seen as the Be All and not as the root of all evil, adverse comment on the IRB’s decision might be
regarded as being out of date, conservative and luddite. ‘Fings ain’t what they used to be. This is certainly true
where professionalism holds sway. Less so in grassroots rugby which has continued in much the same way thankfully for those of us who love it and wish to continue to be active in it for fun and not funds.
Looking back over the past twenty years, the feeling that things have not changed for the better is shared. Recent
articles in the press have reported the views of internationals past and present. The legendary Welsh full back and
orthopaedic surgeon, JPR Williams, was quoted as seeing professionalism as the root of all evil. His father, a
Welsh GP, said he would not speak to his son if he became a professional sportsman, telling him: ‘Go to university,
get a proper job.’
JPR, talking about his pre-1995 playing days, recalled ‘Win or lose, you could have one or two beers afterwards.
It was great fun — hard work, mind you. If you did lose you would be back to work on the Monday. Now they spend
all their time looking at videos, seeing why they lost. I would find that boring. I am not fanatically keen on stats.
Sometimes they mean nothing. It is so analysed now. It was fun, not stressful, a hobby, but not a job.
There is too much of a gym culture. Our boys are bulked up. That’s wrong. Rugby is a rotational game and the gym
just does your biceps and triceps. That does not make you able to rotate your body.
Before any game, they are warming up for an hour and a half. Do they really need that long? Half an hour is plenty.
And you wonder why they can’t play a full game. Because they’re knackered. Rugby is so confrontational. You are
getting lots of injuries. It is very serious”.
That’s the opinion of a medical man. He should know and it is evidenced by the wearing of GPS Tracking devices
to make sure they don’t run too far or in the wring directions and Concussion Management Sensors to measure the
affect that their body clashes with other hulks and bulks have on their heads.
Brutality is now entrenched in professional rugby as players smash into the opposition in tackles and at breakdowns. Concussion is a major concern. The game is becoming more physical rather than mental and skilful. It is
raising anxiety in the parents of future participants. Is it dangerous? Is winning at all cost, too high a price to pay?
Mario Castrogiovanni also does not like the way Rugby has gone socially. In his interview he said ‘People say that
we all drink beers together after the match, but people don’t go to the after-match any more. Sometimes they rush
off to catch a plane, or they’ve lost and they’re angry, or they hate each other. They just leave. In the rugby environment before, that was the biggest thing. We would kill each other, maybe fight on the pitch, but afterwards we
would have a beer, shake hands and that’s it. That was rugby, but it’s not like that any more. We are losing the
things that used to make rugby what it is. What we used to hate about football is now going on in rugby,’ he said.
‘It’s not as bad, but it’s the truth”. The abusive attitude shown by footballers towards referees must never be allowed to taint rugby. One hears that it is creeping in sadly at youth level, not from players but parents. Shame.
Nevertheless, we are where we are and the open game is likely remain dominated by professionalism despite anyone’s reservations or wishing it was otherwise. It’s the future we must concern ourselves with as referees.
The Rugby World Cup 2015 is estimated by the IRB to make profits of probably £150 million to go towards the
world wide development of the game. It is also hoped that the high profile Rugby will have during the tournament
will result in more youngsters wanting to play. However, if the style of Rugby that is produced for public consumption seems too brutal, it could have the opposite effect. Let’s hope for lots of running and thrilling rugby.
If not the questions will be “Will responsible parents let their children take it up? Will those who used to play be encouraged to return to the pitch? Will rugby refereeing become more stressful as concern for player safety mounts?
Will this RWC result in more or less participation? We will have to wait for the answers.
CUDRRS must remain at the heart of local rugby come what may. We aim to continue to meet the refereeing
needs of grassroots rugby. We will continue to promote the core values of teamwork, discipline, enjoyment, sportsmanship and respect. For our members, we will continue to provide a friendly, mutually supportive environment in
which better refereeing for better Rugby is a given. To survive Rugby needs good referees . We have them here.

BETTER TOGETHER
CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.
Send your input by email to: michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.
Acknowledgements to the various contributors and sources of information used in this issue.

